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Protein structure prediction (PSP) is an important research subject in 
Bioinformatics. Ab initio methods based on the theory that claims the structure of a 
protein is the conformation that has the minimum free energy are a kind of 
computational methods. According to this type of approach, we can obtain protein 
structure directly from the amino acid sequence. In this paper, we also use Ab initio 
methods. And specifically – our research is based on AB off-lattice model for PSP. 
Traditional Simulated Annealing (SA) algorithm suffers from the problem of 
slow convergence, lack of memory in random sample, which leads to a low capacity 
of optimization. In order to tackle those problems, a coarse-grained parallelism SA 
(PSA) algorithm is proposed. The improved algorithm introduces multi-agent parallel 
update to extend the iterative search area. With the guide of global best solution, the 
excellent information is distributed in time during the process of optimization. 
Experiments using known benchmark functions show that the proposed algorithm 
outperforms in good solution quality. 
To improve the performance of the PSA, an enhanced SA algorithm based on 
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) was proposed. By including the memory of PSO, 
the proposed algorithm can enhance the exploitation capability. With the natural 
parallelism of PSO, the shortcoming of problem-dependent of SA was solved. In 
addition, the proposed algorithm runs on multi-core to achieve convolutions. 
Experiments conducted with protein structure prediction based on toy models using 
known benchmark protein sequences and comparisons carried out with recently 
reported approaches show that the proposed algorithm outperforms both in 
convergence speed and solution quality. 
The next step will integrate other learning mechanisms of similar intelligent 















apply the proposed algorithms on a larger scale optimization problems. 
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主要有三类，分别为 X-ray晶体衍射法(X-ray Diffraction Method)、核磁共振波谱
法 (Nuclear magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy ， NMR) 和 三 维 电 镜 重 构 






















































三大类，即同源模型化法((Homology Modeling)、反向折叠法(Inverse Fold Method)
和从头计算法(Ab Initio Prediction)[10]。这三类方法的介绍。 
(1)同源模型化法 
同源模型化法也称为比较建模法（Comparative Modeling），通过对蛋白质数
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